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1 TEXT ALIGNMENT 

Alignment determines the appearance and orientation of the edges of the paragraph: left-

aligned text, right-aligned text, centered text.  

The most common alignment is left-aligned. Center alignment is often applied for headings 

and poems.  
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OBJECTIVE 

Students will learn how to insert picture and align text in paragraph. 
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Select text to align: 

 Select all text 

1. Click anywhere within the document. 

2. Press Ctrl+A on your keyboard to select all text in the document. 

 Select specific text 

1. Place your cursor in front of the first letter of the word, sentence, or paragraphs 

you want to select. 

2. Click and hold while you drag your cursor to select the text you want. 

 

Align Left or right: 

1. Select the text that you want to align. 

 

2. On the Home tab, in the Paragraph group , click Align Left  

  or Align Right  
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Center the text horizontally 

 

1. Select the text that you want to center. 

 

2. On the Home tab, in the Paragraph group , click Center 

 

 

 Activity 1: 

-Coaches can divide the classroom space into 3 areas (left, center, right) by chalk. 

-On the board, the coaches will show one flash card illustrated one of the three icons 

( , , ) 

-The students have to quickly move to the related area. 

-The students who are on the wrong area or move slowly will be punished. 

 

 

Practice: Use Text alignment to edit the passage (The heading – Center Alignment; First 

paragraph – Left Alignment; Second paragraph – Right Alignment) 

 

Biển đẹp 

 

Buổi sớm nắng sáng. Những cánh buồm nâu trên biển được nắng chiếu vào hồng rực lên như 

đàn bướm múa lượn giữa trời xanh.  

 

Rồi một ngày mưa rào. Mưa dăng dăng bốn phía. Những cánh buồm ra khỏi cơn mưa, ướt 

đẫm, thẫm lại, khỏe nhẹ bồi hồi, như ngực áo bác nông dân cày xong thửa ruộng về bị ướt.  
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2 INSERT PICTURE 

Insert picture: 

 

 

 

1. Put the cursor at the place you want to insert picture 

2. On the Insert tab, in the Illustration group , click 

Pictures  

 

3. Select the picture you want on your PC, and then select Insert. 
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Resize picture: 

 

-Select the picture. Word shows you the eight points where you can do the drag and drop 

action to resize the image. 

 

Change vertical size: 

1. To change the vertical size of your selected image, click and hold on either the 

top-middle handle or lower-middle handle. 

 

2. Drag the handle up or down to increase or decrease the vertical size of your 

image. 

 

Change horizontal size: 

1. To change the horizontal size of your selected image, click and hold on either 

the left-middle handle or right-middle handle. 
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2. Drag the handle to the left or right to increase or decrease the horizontal 

size of your image. 

 

To resize the picture while keeping its original ratio: 

1. Drag any of the corner handles to resize your image relative to its original   

length and width. 

 

2.  When you are on the preferred related image size, release the handle. Your 

image is now resized to your preference. 

3 TEXT WRAPPING 

 

 

1. Select the picture. 
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2. Select Layout tab, in the Arrange group , click 

Wrap Text 

 

Styles of text wrapping: 

 

 In Line With Text: Text and images will be on the same line, this type of presentation 

is often used when inserting symbols, small images, ... added to the text line. 

 

 

 Square: Wraps text around the picture or shape in a square pattern. 

 

 Tight: Text is located close to the sides of the image. The text wraps the image 

following its shape. You can position the object randomly on the page and the text will 

fill around it 

 

 Top and Bottom: Wraps text on the top and bottom of the picture or shape, and does 

not put any text along the edges, regardless of how narrow the picture. 
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 Behind Text: Puts the picture or shape behind the text, and does not wrap the text 

around it. You can apply this style to use the picture as a background. 

 

 In Front of Text:  Puts the picture or shape on top of the text. The text does not wrap, 

so some of it may be blocked, depending on the transparency of the image. 

 

 Activity 2: Act it out 

-Coaches will be the image and stand in the middle of the class while students be the text. 

-When the coaches say out a style of text wrapping, students have to demonstrate that 

style. 

(For example: When the coaches say “Square”,  students have to stand around the coaches 

and form into a square) 

 

Practice: With the practice passage in Section 1: “Text Alignment”, insert a picture and apply 

one style of text wrapping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


